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Some important aspects of Sustainable mobility include (but is not restricted to) how goals on gender equality, equity
and diversity are considered in the transport sector; how to plan, construct and maintain fair transport systems; road
safety and public confidence; transport poverty; public consultation and civic dialogue; users and potential users' power
and influence over their own mobility, climate change and the role of sustainable transport, transport justice, and in
general any aspect related to the UN sustainable development goals applied to transport.

PAPERS MAY DEAL WITH ANY ASPECT
OF SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY AND/OR
FAIRNESS IN TRANSPORT, INCLUDING:
• How do concepts of ‘fairness’, ‘equality of opportunities’

and ‘equality of outcomes’ lead to different transport
policies and sustainable mobility?

• How do transport systems deal with fairness (an example

being balancing cheaper fares for some groups, such as
children, but not others)?
Which groups in society are particularly affected by issues

• of fairness and sustainable mobility in transport?

Who’s decisions form the future transport system? – How

• is power and influence distributed among citizens and
groups of citizens, regarding mobility and space for transport solutions?

• What policies are needed to help achieve fair and sustainable mobility in transport and for whom?
Health and safety issues;

•
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How can policies related to fair and sustainable mobility
be implemented and moved into practice?

• How do issues of fair and sustainable mobility influence

different modes and types of transport (e.g. public transport, autonomous vehicles, bicycle or car sharing), or
employment in transport?
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Revealing actionable
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knowledge with notions of

